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INTRODUCTION

With green underline the words in Spanish that match the photographs and the dynamics
of the platform, for greater ease when executing on the platform

This document details the Electronic Bidding Services in the Public Sector Procurement
Platform (hereinafter Platform) for Business Users (bidders and candidates).
Basically, electronic bidding services allow the bidder to prepare and submit bids by
computer, the electronic custody thereof by the system and the electronic opening and
evaluation of the documentation by the members of the assistance body. The user of the
procurement authority therefore needs to set up the procedure according to the rules that
apply to electronic tenders.
The preparation of the submission by the bidder may respond to the publication of the
call for tender and the specifications or, in the case of invitation procedures, result from
the receipt of a bid request from the procurement body/interested party.
Specifically, this guide documents how the bidder should prepare the documentation and
envelopes that make up the bids using the Bid Preparation and Presentation Tool in both
cases (the publication of documents and sending of invitation).
As regards the use of these services by the bidder, it is an essential pre-condition to be a
registered user of the Public Sector Procurement Platform and fill in not only the basic
registration data, but also the additional data (See “Economic Operator's Guide”). The
technical requirements for its use are very simple: an internet connection, a browser with
an updated Java version (preferably at least v1.8) and an electronic certificate recognised
by the General State Administration (@firma)
Note: More information about electronic certificates recognised by the General State
Administration is available here:
http://firmaelectronica.gob.es/Home/Ciudadanos/Certificados- Electronicos.html
For the use of this guide it is necessary to review that specified in the “Economic
Operator's Guide”, as it describes the general functions available for the economic
operator user..

1. Bid

preparation and submission tool

1.1 Definition
The Bid Preparation and Submission Tool (hereinafter, the Tool) is an application that the
Public Sector Procurement Platform makes available to the bidder for the submission of
bid-related documentation, grouped in electronic envelopes defined by the procurement
authority, that ensure the integrity, authenticity, non-repudiation and confidentiality of
the proposals.
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For greater confidence of the bidder, the documentation and details of the bid during its
preparation remain in the client team until it is presented. At that time and not before, all
documentation shall be sent encrypted to the servers of the Platform, where it is kept
under guard (inaccessible) until the time it is opened.

1.2 Requirements for the use of the Electronic Tendering tool

1.2.1 Functional requirements.
- Being an "Economic Operator" registered in the Public Sector Contracting
Platform. The registry shall include both basic data (Datos básicos) and additional data
(Datos adicionales) (Illustration: economic operator user record). For more details on
how to register on the Platform, see the “Economic Operator Guide”. General data (Datos
generales).

Illustration: registration of the economic operator user

NOTE: if the user only registers the basic data, they can enjoy the basic services bided
by the Platform to companies (subscriptions, search for tenders, notices) but not those
related to Electronic Bidding (electronic preparation and submission of bids). Given its
importance, if no email is given for Notifications, the user will be shown an on-screen
notice, with an email message sent periodically as a reminder.
NOTE: for economic operator user notification purposes, the mail must be that provided
by the public body to receive the notification and invitations that allow it to bid
electronically. If another email address is given, the Bid Preparation and Presentation Tool
will not be enabled, meaning that documentation cannot be submitted through the
Platform. In such cases, a new economic operator user should be created that
incorporates the email provided to the procurement authority or the existing user changed
by deleting the wrong email and replacing it with the correct address.
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NOTE: the email setting out the basic data should be a personal or work email that
identifies the user, for example, johnsmith@company1.com. However, we recommend
that the email address used for notification purposes should be a generic address from
the commercial department or similar, the inbox of which is accessed by several users,
for example, sales@company1.com.
The procurement authority should set up a tender electronically, making that
configuration available by publishing the notice (procedures WITHOUT invitation) or by
sending the invitation/bid request to the candidate/bidder (procedures WITH invitation).

1.2.2 Technical requirements.
It is essential that you review compliance with the following technical requirements. We
remind you that when you prepare your bid you are working exclusively locally, without
any connection to the Platform.

1.2.2.1 Version 1.8 of Java virtual machine installed.
On the Java control panel (Illustration: Java control panel access), check the version in the
“General” tab (Illustration: Java control panel) and click on the About icon (Acerca de)
(Illustration: About Java. Version).

Illustration: access to the Java control panel
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Illustration: Java Control Panel

Illustration: About Java. Version

-

High (Alta) security level in Java console. To check this (Illustration:Java Control
Panel), click on the "Security" tab (Seguridad) Illustration: Java Security: level and
list of exceptions).
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Illustration: Java security: level and exception listing

-

Add https://contrataciondelestado.es as an exception (Aceptar) (Illustration:
Java security: exception level and listing).

-

An internet connection is required to allow the Tool to be downloaded and the
bid to be sent. Therefore, bear in mind that your company's Notifications system
may have enabled a firewall that blocks the downloading of the Tool. For the
subsequent sending of the bid, output port 443 must not be blocked. The
connection may also not have sufficient bandwidth for a large download.

-

Assign the Java program to the extension “. jnlp”. By way of example, the
following shows how to do this in Windows 7 and Windows 10.

Settings in Windows 7
1. Click on the start icon to access the control panel (Panel de control)
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Illustration: Access to the control panel
2. Once the control panel is open, go to programs (Programas).

Illustration: Access to “Programs” from Control Panel
3. In programs, click on “Open file type with a specific program” (“Hacer que un tipo de
archive se abra siempre con un programa específico”).

Illustration: Access to “File Types”

4. Select the .jnlp extension and click on "Change program"(Cambiar programa) in the
top right corner of the screen.
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Illustration: Selecting the .jnlp extension from the list of extensions

5. In the new pop-up screen, select Java and click “accept” (Aceptar). If the Java icon does
not appear on thepart of the screen reserved for recommended programs, search for
“Other programs” (Otros programas).

Illustration: Mapping the Java program to the .jnlp extension

NOTE In the event of problems uploading and signing files in the Tool, install the 64-bit
Java virtual machine instead of the 32-bit version. By way of example, the following shows
how to check your Java machine in the Windows 7 Professional operating system (Control
Panel Panel Programs). If you require technical advice on how to make this update, please
write to: licitacionE@hacienda.gob.es
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Illustration: Control Panel > Programs
Settings in Windows 10
If you are working with Windows10 operating system, follow the steps below:
1. Download the .jnlp bidding file for a first time:

Illustration: Link Prepare Bid/Request to Participate (Preparar oferta/solicitud de
participación)
2. Save the file (Guardar):

Illustration: Save File
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3.

Open

the

folder

(Abrir

carpeta)

where

the

.jnlp

file

has

been

saved:

Illustration: Open Folder
The .jnlp file will be selected:

Illustration: Selected .jnlp file
4. Once the .jnlp file is located, right click on properties (Propiedades)

Illustration: Right Icon and Properties

5. Once inside properties, click on Change icon (Cambiar):
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Illustration: Change Icon

6. On the screen that appears,”How do you want to open .jnlp files from now on?” (¿Cómo
quieres abrir los archivos .jnlp a partir de ahora?), click on “More applications” (Más
aplicaciones).

Illustration: Click on “More applications”

7.Scroll to the end and click on “Look for another app on this PC" (Buscar otra aplicación
en el equipo).
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Illustration: Find another app on your computer

You now have two options:
Depending on whether your Java is 64 or 32 bits. To know which Java version you have
installed we will do the following: Go to the Java control panel and in the “Java” tab, click
on “View”. If in the "Architecture" column it says "x86" it means that you have 32-bit
Java. If it says "x86_64" it means that you have 64-bit Java.
Option 1) If we have 64-bit Java installed, the path to look for is:

Illustration: 64-bit java directory
And select the file C:\Program Files\Java\jrexxx\bin\javaws.exe and press the Open icon
(Abrir).
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And on the next screen give the Apply (Aplicar) and OK (Aceptar) icons

Illustration: Apply and accept changes
Option 2) If it is 32-bit java, the path would be:

Illustration: 32-bit java directory

And select the file C:\Program Files (x86)\Java\jrexxx\bin\javaws.exe
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Where jrexxx is the version of java.
If you wish, the 64-bit and 32-bit version: https://www.java.com/en/download/manual.jsp
WARNING: we recommend you have the 64-bit version installed in any case, otherwise your
local computer may experience slowness when uploading documentation, especially if the bid
file is large or the contractual purpose is divided into batches.

Illustration: Download java versions
NOTE: This guide gives the instructions for a Windows environment. The Tool can also
be used on other platforms such as Linux or MacOS. Request a guide for configuring
Ubuntu at licitacionE@hacienda.gob.es

1.2.2.2 Maximum documents/bid size
The Tool establishes a series of limitations regarding the documentation attached to it
both individually and globally.
The Tool uses the @firma solution for signing documents. @firma cannot sign documents
that exceed 5 MB. If a larger document is uploaded, the screen in Figure 11a will be
displayed (No se pueden anexar documentos de tamaño superior.a 5 MB(5120 KB).

Illustration: Maximum file size exceeded
To reduce the size of individual documents, consider the following recommendations:
•

Generally, images are usually inserted uncompressed in high resolution.
Reduce image resolution so that documents with the same information
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and of a smaller size can be created.
•

If the specifications do not require it, do not upload externally-signed
documentation to the Platform.

•

Never print an electronic document and then scan it for the sole purpose
of inserting a handwritten or electronic signature. If the document is to
be signed by means other than through the Platform, use Autofirma or
some other electronic signature device.

•

Remember that even if you see a single entry to upload documents, more
than one can be attached. The bid can be split so that it does not exceed
5 MB per piece, with each piece signed

NOTE: Follow the above steps bearing in mind that, as in the rest of the applications in
which there is a document upload, limitations in this regard have to be imposed.
There is also limitation in the ability of Java technology to manage the documentation
attached in the Tool, meaning that the total sum of the bid cannot exceed a certain size.
These values are indicative, but it may be that, in certain cases, a total size somewhat
smaller than the values set cannot be managed.
•

If a 32-bit version of Java is being used:

Make sure that the set of files that make up your bid does not exceed 27 MB.
•

If a 64-bit version of Java is being used:

Make sure that the set of files that make up your bid does not exceed 38 MB.
If the size of the bid does not come close to these limits and you still experience issues
that prevent you from signing documents, displaying menu options etc. please contact
our support service immediately licitacionE@hacienda.gob.es
In any event, remember that OUR RECOMMENDATION is that you update the version of
your java virtual machine from 32 to 64 bits.
NOTE: To check the memory capacity of your Java virtual machine and to have have
greater control over the size of the bid, some features have been added to the tool which
show the memory of the available JVM and the volume that each envelope takes up. See
Section 1.4

1.2.2.3 Electronic certificates
Before signing the documents and envelopes, it is advisable to make sure that you have
a valid certificate. Browse to the following address: https://valide.redsara.es/valide/ and
access Validate Certificate. (Validar certificado).
Select your certificate(1.Selecciona tu certificado) and enter the security code (2.Introduce
el código de seguridad).
If your electronic certificate is on a storage device or on your hard drive, select this link
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Illustration: valid certificate check

1.2.2.3.1 Certification entities admitted
The Tool allows documents and envelopes to be signed with those electronic certificates
issued by certification service providers recognised by the @firma platform. For further
information, consult the following link:
https://sede.administracion.gob.es/PAG_Sede/LaSedePAG/SistemasFirmaAceptados.
html
In the event of validation problems with the electronic certificate and if it has been issued
by
a
certification
service
provider,
file
an
incident
at
https://ssweb.seap.minhap.es/ayuda/consulta/CAID

1.2.2.3.2 Foreign companies
If you are a foreign company, we firstly recommend that you go to
https://valide.redsara.es and verify your electronic certificate. If the result is negative and
you are sure that it has been issued by an authorised provider in your country, contact
https://ssweb.seap.minhap.es/ayuda/consulta/CAID to submit a support request.
In any case, since the main thing is that you present your bid, select the value “Others”
in the field corresponding to your identification document. This will allow you to submit
your bid without electronically signing the documents or envelopes using the Tool.
Likewise, if it is a joint venture formed with a foreign company, act in the same way for
the foreign participant. However, we recommend that you sign the documents by other
means and notify the contracting authority of this circumstance.
WARNING: Spanish companies should not choose the other value, unless they are a joint
venture, but they will have to enter the NIF of each of its components.
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1.3 Access to the Electronic Bidding tool
Access to the Tool for the preparation and submission of bids is different by virtue of the
type of procedure.

1.3.1 Procedures WITHOUT invitation (Procedimientos SIN invitación)
If the procedure begins with the publication of the call for tenders (licitaciones) and the
conditions (i.e. not with an invitation to bid), as in the case of those that are open,
restricted or negotiated with advertising and competitive dialogues, the tool may be
accessed as follows:

1. The bidder (licitador) seeks tenders (licitaciones) published on the Platform
(Illustration: search for tenders on the Platform). For further information on
browsing within the platform,consult the “Economic Operators Guide”.

Illustration: search for tenders on the Platform
2. Select a specific procedure (procedimiento) from the search result (Illustration:
Access to a specific tender from the tender search). Those preceded by the
@symbol are electronic procedures.

Illustration: Access to a specific tender from the tender search
3. Once in the procedure detail, it should be added to “My Tenders” (Mis licitaciones),
by clicking on the Add to My Tenders link (Illustration: Add tender to My Tenders I
and Illustration: Add tender to My Tenders II).
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NOTE: My Tenders is the set of procurement procedures of interest to a bidder. Business
users receive email notices when bids of interest are updated. Consult the "Economic
Operators Guide" for further information.
NOTE: In most cases the notices are email messages. Since this medium is not reliable,
we recommend that, at least in the procedures in which you are bidding electronically or
intend to do so, check the PLACSP from time to time in case there are any changes that
may affect the presentation of your bid. bid. Also, you should check with your IT
department if you do not receive the notices. It is very likely that there is some security
element in your communications network that is blocking the entry of emails from
PLACSP.

NOTE: The option to add a tender to My Bids is only available to registered users (usuarios
registrados). This option will not be found by consulting the Platform as an anonymous
user.

Illustration: Add bid to My Tenders I (Añadir esta licitación a “Mis Licitaciones”)

Illustration: Add bid to My Tenders II – Accept (Aceptar)
4. Once added, browse to my bids (Mis licitaciones), choose the tender
(Licitación)(Illustration: Access to the details of the tender from My Tenders), and
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once in the tender details, click on the link “Prepare bid/request for participation
"(Preparar oferta/solicitud de participación) (Illustration:Access to the tool from
the link Prepare bid/request for participation in MyTenders)

Illustration: Access to the details of the tender from My Tenders

Illustration: Access to the tool from the Prepare bid/request for participation link in My
Tenders
5. Depending on the browser and the configuration, two cases can occur:
•

The tool does not start automatically and the following steps will have
to befollowed:

- Choose the download location
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Illustration: Save Tool (Guardar herramienta)

- After that open it

Illustration: Open Tool (Abrir herramienta)

- A security warning appears where you have to accept the risks and run(Acepto los
riesgos y deseo ejecutar esta aplicación / Ejecutar)
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Illustration: Safety Warning

- After this, the tool starts on the local computer (Illustration: Cover ofthe tool)
•

The Tool is automatically started on the local computer (Illustration:
Tool cover) to prepare your bid. The first thing that is shown is a
panel with basic data of the procedure you are bidding on and some
alternatives that will be explained later and that may or may not be
enabled, depending on the status of your bid.

Illustration: Tool cover
Expediente (proceedings), órgano de contratación (contracting authority), tipo de
contrato (type of contract), procedimiento (procedure), fecha de presentación (date of
presentation).
NOTE:We remind you that, during the bid preparation phase, that is, from the time you
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load the Tool until you press the send icon (enviar) to submit your bid, YOU ARE
WORKING EXCLUSIVELY LOCALLY AND YOU ARE NOT CONNECTED TO THE PLACSP.

1.3.2 Procedures WITH invitation (Procedimientos CON invitación)
If the procedure starts with an invitation to present a bid to the candidate (i.e. no call for
tenders or specifications is published), as in the case of procedures based on a Framework
Agreement (Acuerdo marco), negotiated without publicity (negociado sin publicidad), and
minor contracts (contratos menores), access to the Tool consists of the following:
1. The bidder receives an email at the address for communication purposes
indicating they have received an invitation to submit a bid (Illustration: Email
with access to the content of the communication).
2. To access the content of the communication and view the specifications, you can
choose between:
a. Viewing the content of the notification directly in the link presented in the email itself
(Puede acceder directamente al contenido de la comunicación a través del siguiente
enlace)(Illustration: Mail with access to the content of the communication).

Illustration: Mail with access to the content of the communication
b. If you do not access the content of the communication directly from the email itself,
you can do so from My Communications (Mis comunicaciones), by finding the
invitation (Comunicación de invitación a Licitar) (Illustration: Access to the tool from My
Communications) and clicking on the Access link (Acceso):
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Illustration: Access to the tool from My Communications
In this case, a recognized electronic certificate is required to access the content of the
notification.
Once in View PDF document (Ver documento PDF)(Illustration: Download of the content
of the communication and the time stamp (Ver Sello de Tiempo) the system presents the
notification, where you can see the details of the procedure and download the
specifications and any other complementary documentation in the links for this purpose .

Illustration: Communication Content Download and Time Stamp
3. Once the notification has been accessed by either of the two means described,
the Answer (Responder) link of My Notifications is activated from My
Communications (Mis comunicaciones), which enables the Bid Preparation and
Submission Tool to be downloaded in the same way as for procedures without t
an invitation, see point 5 of the section 1.3.1. Procedure without an invitation
.(Procedimiento sin invitación)

NOTE: Instead of the Answer (Responder) link, the economic operator may find the No
Answer (sin respuesta) value shown. These mean that either it is a non-electronic
procedure (and therefore the authorisation of the Tool is not permitted), or it is a
notification that does not require an answer from the bidder
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Illustration: Cover of the Tool corresponding to an Invitation to submit a Bid

1.3.3 Problems trying to download the Tool
When the tool starts up, you may get certain warnings or messages that may confuse
theuser.
A set of these follow:

Illustration: Java is not installed or is not the correct version
SOLUTION: install the correct version of Java or activate it if already installed. For now,
1.8. If you have any questions or cannot manage/install programs on your computer,
contact the company's IT Department.

Illustration: Safety Warning
SOLUTION: Click the Continue icon (Continuar).
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If you have problems downloading the tool by clicking on the link to access it, it may be
because the “jnlp” file is not associated with the java console. To solve this incident modify
the association from the control panel ofyour computer, as indicated in point 2.2.2.

There are also certain automatic Java updates which transparently make changes to the
configuration of your local computer that may prevent the running of the Bid Preparation
Tool.
If when you click on the Prepare bid/request to participate link (Preparar oferta/solicitud
para participar) in My Tenders (Mis ofertas) or the Answer link(Responder) in My
Communications (Mis comunciaciones) you get the following messages:

Illustration: More information (The digital signature of this application has been

generated with a certificate from a trusted certification authority, but we cannot
guarantee that it has not been revoked by said authority).

Illustration: Application Error (Could not start the application)

We recommend that you browse to the Java Console and change the following
configuration options.
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Illustration: Java Control Panel. Avanzado/realizar comprobaciones de revocación de

certificado de código firmado en/No comprobar(no recomendado) (Advanced/Perform
code-signed certificate revocation checks/Do not check(not recommended)).
Avanzado/realizar comprobaciones de revocación de certificado TLS en/No comprobar(no
recomendado) (Advanced/Perform TLS certificate revocation checks on/Don't check(not
recommended)).

Also check that the TLS options are ticked.

Illustration: Safety Warning
NOTE: if you continue to get the same message, we recommend that you review the
technical requirements that have been described at the beginning or, failing that, contact
licitacionE@hacienda.gob.es
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1.4 Tool Description (Descripción de la herramienta)
The Tool is loaded for each tender and phase of the procedure, therefore, the required
documentation varies depending on the file, but also on the phase (you will not be asked
to provide the same information in a correction as in the invitation to submit a bid).
However, the organisation of the information and the actions that can be performed are
located in the same position and fulfil the same function. Therefore, once you become
familiar with the Tool, it will allow you to present any documentation within an electronic
procedure on the Public Sector Procurement Platform.
The Tool consists of a panel (Illustration: Panel of the Tool corresponding to an Invitation
tosubmit a Bid) in which it is presented:

- Basic information of the tender (licitación):
-

Dossier (Expediente).

-

Contracting Authority (Órgano de contratación).

-

Type of contract. (Tipo de contrato)

-

Procedure (Procedimiento).

-

Submission (deadline) date (fecha de presentación).

-

Type (invitation to prepare an bid, rectification, request fordocumentation, etc)
(Tipo).

-

Object of the contract (Objeto del contrato)..

Illustration: Basic Information

-Work alternatives:
-

Create new bid/request to participate/correction – import bid.

-

Continue preparing an bid/request (Preparación de oferta) to participate/remedy

The first time you download the Tool to your computer, it is only possible to create a new
bid/request for participation/correction or import the bid/documentation that has been
prepared on another computer.
The "Continue"(Continuar) option is enabled whenever the Tool has been downloaded at

least once on the same computer. Choose this option when you want to continue making
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the bid, preserving what has been done so far. If you wish to delete what has already
been done, choose “Create ”(Crear).
NOTE: The Tool is downloaded locally, meaning it will only take into account what you
have done on that device. For example, if you have worked on Unit 1 and subsequently
download the Tool on Unit 2, to continue making the bid you will have to have exported
the bid on Unit 1, save it on a device (USB, DVD) and import it into Unit 2. If you do not
want to preserve what has been done so far, simply select “Create” (Crear) and do not
proceed to import into Unit 2.
Select the required option and press "To accept"(Aceptar). The application will
automatically redirect to the Illustration: Appearance of the interior of the Tool.

Illustration: Appearance of the inside of the Tool

The interior of the bid preparation and submission tool consists of the following areas:

-

Vertically On the left hand side, Categories are displayed vertically. Each refers
to a block of retrievable information, but also needs to be recorded, depending
on the cases:

o

Tender data: basic dossier data .(Datos licitación)

o

Bidder data: company
proxy/proxies.(Licitador)

o

Authorizations: : to give or refuse authorisation to the competent body in
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order to consult the dataheld by third parties.(Autorizaciones)

-

o

Batches: only if the contract object is divided (Lotes)

o

Envelopes: this shows the contents of the envelopes and what needs to be
provided. It is sorted alphabetically by the envelope identifier specified by
the procurement authority. The signing of documents is enabled from this
category.(Sobres)

Horizontally Actions and basic information are shown horizontally (as in the
panel). The Actions (referring to the performance of functions) are shown
horizontally at the top:

o

hide menu: categories will no longer be visible.

o

import proposal: a preparation that has been made on another computer is
recovered locally. It is used, above all, to present bids from a temporary joint
venture or to continue the preparation of the bid on another unit. (Importar
propuesta)

o

export proposal: a copy of the preparation is stored locally which can then
be imported into another unit. Essential for the preparation of bids in
temporary joint venture.(Exportar propuesta)

o

Validate: this action allows you to check whether there is a missing step in
the presentation necessary for the submission of the bid (for example, an
uncredited requirement or an unsigned document).(Validar)

o

Prepare sending: this enables documentation to be presented. In turn, it is
made up of several actions, which will be seen later.(Preparar envío)

o

Key: shows what the different colors mean in each option(Leyenda).

Illustration: Key
The bottom bar shows important information relating to the bid submission. Starting from
the left, we see the working directory or address of the bidder's local team where the
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electronic file corresponding to the bid being prepared is being saved, then the total size
of the bid. Finally, there are two icons.
The first icon is titled “Show system information” (Mostrar información del sistema) and
it shows the information related to the PC being used: operating system, Java version,
available memory of the virtual machine, among others (Illustration: Show system
information).

Illustration: Show system information

The second icon is called “Show bid sizes”(Mostrar tamaños de la oferta) When clicked, it
shows the total size of the bid that is being prepared, broken down by envelopes
(Illustration: Show bid size).

Illustration: Show Bid Size
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The information that appears on both screens can be exported using the “Export
information”(Exportar información) icon so that it can be communicated more easily to
the PLACSP technical team, if necessary.
The user does not have to prepare the bid uninterruptedly. In fact, it is presumed that it
will complete the bid discontinuously in most cases. If the bid has already been started,
the tool panel suggests the bidder should continue with it as one of the possible work
alternatives
NOTE: If the preparation of the bid is continued on another unit, the bid must be exported
from the first unit to a storage device and be imported into the second. To preserve what
is imported, always select the option Create new bid/participation request (Crear nueva
oferta/solicitud de participación) – Import bid on the unit where you are going to prepare
it–
When the authority makes a rectification of the call for tenders and the specifications, two
circumstances may occur:

-

If the bidder has not yet started the preparation of the bid, there is no impact. If

-

the tenderer has started the preparation of the bid but has not yet sent it, has
closed the tool and before reopening the tool, the Contracting Authority has
made some modification, when reopening the tool the previously entered
information. For this reason, we strongly recommend that bidders keep all the
documentation necessary to present the bid on the same computer that is used
to prepare the bid, so that in the event that the casuistry explained above occurs,
they can enter and present the bid automatically. satisfactory.

WARNING: the Preparation and Submission Tool will not be available after the final bid
submission date (and time) has been reached. After this date, you will be able to view
what has been submitted or prepare documentation corresponding to another phase (for
example, corrections or documentation requirements).The user is advised not to delay
the download of the Tool for the last few hours of the process.. Technical problems may
arise that are not necessarily related to its operation or to the preparation of the bid, for
example, the impossibility of downloading the Tool due to the restrictive configuration
of the firewalls of the company user's facilities.

WARNING CANARY ISLANDS BIDS: the time that appears in the End date for submission
ofbids field in the Tool always refers to peninsular time. If you detect differences between
what appears in the tender specifications and the Tool, you should contact the contracting
authority.

2. Bid

preparation

2.1 General Description
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As already noted, the Tool is generated for each tender and phase. That is, the content
of the Tool will differ in each procedure or even phase thereof. However, the way to
prepare the documentation/bids is similar in any case. Therefore, what is explained below
appliesto the preparation of any type of response, within the framework of a contracting
procedure, addressed to the competent body by the bidder (bids, corrections or
documentation requirements).
In general, the preparation of the documentation through the Tool implies the
accreditation by the bidder of everything requested by the body, whether it is the
introduction of a text or value, the authorization to consult its data in third-party systems
or the annex and signature of documents.
In particular, the preparation of the bid consists of the process of accrediting all the
required prerequisites for participation, as well as informing the economic and technical
bid, if any, in the Tool.
One of the advantages of the Tool regarding the preparation of the bid is that it is possible
to separate the user who prepares the bid (commercial), from the one who signs it (proxy),
and even from the one who sends it (messenger). All this thanks to functionalities that
will be explained later.
This guide will illustrate the procedure fundamentally for the preparation of bids that
include three envelopes (administrative documentation, envelope of criteria subject to
value judgment, envelope of criteria evaluable by formula). However, the casuistry in
terms of envelopes and forms of accreditation is multiple.

NOTE: the bidder will find in the Tool indication of everything that has to be accredited
and how (format, signature, in what envelope). Anything that does not appear in the Tool
should not be provided. For example, if the contracting authority has not defined a
technical envelope, the bidder must not attach a technical bid.
This process also entails the signing of those documentary evidence in which it is an
essential requirement.
In general, you have to record information (or perform actions) in three categories
(Illustration: Tool Categories) or four in the case of batches(lotes):

-

02-Bidder: Enter the name, surnames and NIF of the proxy, as well as the
nature of the power of attorney. Also, you can modify the information of your
company if there is any typo or indicate that the bid will be presented as a joint
venture.(Licitador)

-

03-Authorizations: authorization is granted or denied to consult your data
thatworks in third-party systems.(Autorizaciones)

-

04-Bid to batches: the batch or batches that will contain the bid are selected.
The Tool will take into account whether it is necessary to bid on all batches or
only on one or morebatches.(Ofertar a lotes)

-

05-Envelopes: the bidder must attach the documents and specify the values in
those criteria/requirements in which the introduction of a text is required. Also,
you will need to sign the documents.(Sobres)
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Illustration: Tool Categories

2.2 Bidder Category(Licitador)
This category is accessed by pressing the category on the side menu.02-Bidder(Licitador).
The screen that opens by default is that of Illustration: Bidder category.

Illustration: Bidder Category
At the top, information related to the company is displayed, specifically:

-

Company Type (Tipo Empresa)

-

Company Name (Nombre)

-

Identification number (Nº Identificación)
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-

SME (PYME)

For the first field, the Tool defaults to the Company value. As we will see later, the
temporary joint venture (UTE) must be modified when the bid is presented in this way.
For the next two fields, the values are inherited from the user who has downloaded the
BidPreparation Tool or from the information that the Competent Body has entered to
send the invitation to bid.
You also have to select if the company is an SME or not
This information can be altered. For example, the competent body incorrectly enters the
company name in the invitation to bid. The bidder user may change the data in the Tool
and record the correct name of the company.
On said screen (Illustration: Bidder category – Registration of proxy information), if the
icon “New” the form is accessed to register the proxies (apoderados).
Once the screen is accessed, the requested information about the proxy is filled in and
added to the table.

Illustration: Bidder category – Registration of proxy information
If necessary, the action described in this section must be repeated as many times as
proxiesneed to be registered.
Once finished and before selecting another category from the side menu, press
“save”(Guardar).
NOTE: if the bidder is not a legal person, but is self-employed, for example, register his
name in the proxy information. You can choose any of the proxy type values, considering
that this value is for informational purposes only.
In the event of being a temporary union of companies (UTE), the option “UTE” must be
selected in the type of company field, as shown in the Illustration: Bidder category – UTE
selection
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Illustration: Bidder category – UTE selection
Once this option is selected, in addition to detailing the proxies who are going to sign
the bid, an additional section is shown in which the companies that are part of the UTE
should be included. To do this, as shown in the Illustration: Bidder category – registration
of UTE members, the new icon (Nuevo) must be pressed in the lower area of the screen.

Illustration: Bidder category – registration of UTE members
The tool shows the form in the Illustration: Bidder category – UTE company registration
form, where the data related to the company that is part of the UTE and its representative
are entered
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Illustration: Bidder category – UTE company registration form
NOTE: Do not enter values with decimals for the “% Participation”(% de Participación)
field. Always fill in whole numbers.
Once the required information has been entered, the data is displayed as in the
Illustrationscreen: Bidder category – final view.

Illustration: Bidder category – final vision

2.3 Authorizations Category (Autorizaciones)
The Authorizations category is accessed through the categories side menu. The system
displays a screen like the one in the Illustration: Authorizations Category. On this screen,
you must select what type of authorizations are allowed both in relation to the use of
electronic communications and access to third-party administration systems.Autorización
al uso de comunicaciones electrónicas (Authorization to use electronic communications).
Autorización para cunsulta a sistemas terceros de la Administración (Authorization to
consult third-party systems of the Administration).
NOTE: the authorization or refusal to consult the data held by third parties is carried out
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within the framework of a specific contracting procedure and throughout the time that
saidprocedure extends.

Illustration: Authorizations Category

Before selecting another category or action, the modifications must be saved by pressing
the “save” icon(Guardar).

2.4 Batches Category(Lotes)
In this category, the batches to be tendered are selected (Illustration: Batches category
– Selection of the batches to which it will bid). Bearing in mind that the Contracting
Authority canestablish a series of rules:

-

Compulsory bidding for all batches

-

Compulsory bidding for a single lot

-

Bidding for one or several batches

-

Use of integrative bids

The application will restrict the possible selections that the economic operator can carry
out. Once the batch set has been selected, you must click Save (Guardar).
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Illustration: Batches category – Selection of the batches to which you will bid

2.5 Envelopes Category (Sobres)
This category is used to include everything that is requested in each envelope and to sign
the documents. When the category is selected from the side menu, as shown in the
Illustration: Envelopes Category – Content and document signing option, the envelopes
are sorted alphabetically based on the name given by the contracting authority in the
definitionthereof.

Illustration: Envelopes Category – Content and document signature option

If the tender consists of batches, the information required for each lot must be filled in
in the different envelopes (Illustration: Batches category).

Illustration: Batches Category
If the tender also includes inclusive bids, the documentation required for them must be
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completed in the envelopes (Illustration: Batches category with inclusive bid).

Illustration: Batches category with integrated bid
Envelopes of the general documentation type or administrative envelopes have two
views:

-

Documents view (Illustration: Batches with integrated bid category): informs the
bidder which documents must be submitted: Administrativo (administrative),
Económico (economic), Técnico (Technical).

Illustration: View documents: what do I have to present?

-

Requirements view (Illustration: Requirements view – what conditions do I have
to meet and how do I prove them?): tells the candidate what requirements they
must meet. This view includes not only document accreditation, but also that
referring to entering a value or text or the authorisation to consult third-party
systems. Requisitos previos de participación.
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Illustration: Requirements view – what conditions do I have to meet and how do I prove
them?

Illustration: Template and link to the document annex

As can be seen in the Illustration Template and link to the document annex, allows the
bidder to download templates/programs (plantilla) provided by the contracting authority
for the preparation of documents or bids.
NOTE: by clicking on the Template link (plantilla), you can download it locally and prepare
it in accordance with the provisions of the competent body. Remember that these
templates usually correspond to the annexes that appear on the last pages of the
specifications.
NOTE: if you see any error in the template, you should contact the contracting authority.
For the attachment of the document (whether from the template or free), go deeper into
the Illustration link: Template and link to the attachment of documents, showing the
following screen (Illustration: Attachment of documents).
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Illustration: Annex of documents
The set of requirements that are accredited by the specific document is shown at the top.
Pressing the “Attach Document”(Anexar documento) icon enables the browser to select
the document to be attached (Illustration: Selecting the document to attach).

Illustration: Selecting the document to attach

NOTE: In addition, of the documents requested by the contracting authority, the bidder
mayattach all those documents that he considers he must present. The way to do it is the
same as for the documents requested by the contracting authority from the screen where
said documents are attached using the "Attach document" icon.

The system suggests the format of the documents that the bidder has to upload according
to what is established by the procurement authority in the Bid Configuration .

Illustration: Selecting the document to attach

When the bidder uploads a document whose format does not coincide with that required
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by the contracting authority, the system warns him of this circumstance (El documento
que está anexando tiene una extension distinta a la requerida en la licitación) (Illustration:
Selection of the document to attach), however, you can carry out the attachment by
pressing YES (Sí). Once the action has been carried out, the Tool returns the message in
the Illustration: Confirmation message, confirming its correct insertion (El documento se
ha insertado satisfactoriamente). The body responsible for the assessment will decide
whether or not to admit the document with a different extension than the one requested.

Illustration: Confirmation Message
If the bidder uploads a document whose original format does not match the one in the
filename, the following message will be obtained:

Illustration: File verification message
Despite the message, the file is incorporated, but it will be the bidder who, by clicking on
thelink of the newly uploaded file, verifies that the file can actually be opened.
NOTE: in any case, if the bidder does not take into account the Tool's warning and decides
to attach a file whose extension does not correspond to the original, they risk possible
exclusion due to the impossibility of reading the document. The PLACSP is not responsible
for this action contrary to what is suggested in its Tool.

If the size of the bid exceeds the recommended size, a dialog box will appear notifying
you of this fact. It does not prevent you from continuing to complete the bid.

Illustration: Oversized Bid Message (tamaño elevado del fichero de oferta)
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NOTE: We recommend that you review the file and make sure you have not generated it
using the import/export option.

If the person presenting the document was a UTE, the screen in Illustration: Upload UTE
document would be displayed, where you have to specify whether the document is
common to the UTE or is specific to a company. This screen is displayed once the
document has been selected. .

Illustration: Upload UTE document

If the specific document option (Documento específico para una única empresa) is chosen,
it is an essential condition that EVERY and each one of the members upload their
corresponding document, Otherwise, the requirement will not be considered satisfied and
the bid cannot be sent. . If a document is particular to one member, but the rest of them
do not have an equivalent, it must be uploaded as a common document for all the
companies that make up the UTE.
Once the document/s have been attached, the screen shown in Illustration is shown:
Selection of the document for signature. In the "Status" column (Estado), if the indicator
for each document is red, it means that it is not signed and therefore not ready. You have
to select the corresponding document and press the icon “Signature of selected
document”(Firmar documento seleccionado).
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Illustration: Selecting the document for signature

When this icon is pressed, the Tool prepares to sign the document (Illustration: Signing
the document).

Illustration: Signature of the document (Firmar)

Below
are
the
available
electronic
certificates
(Seleccione
un
certificado/Aceptar)(whether they are browser certificates or those stored on a
cryptographic card) (Illustration: Certificate selection).
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Illustration: Certificate Selection
If the signing process is correct, the message shown in the Illustration is displayed:
Document signing confirmation message.

Illustration: Document signature confirmation message
Once the signature is made, the system presents the identity of the signatory (Illustration:
Identity of the Signatory). If the XML tab is clicked you can see the signature in XAdES
form (Illustration: XADES signature view).

Illustration: Identity of the Signatory
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Illustration: XADES signature view
To return to the list of documents to sign, click on the “Back” icon (Volver) or the
"Document signing" link on the Categories side bar.

Illustration: Back View in Signature
Again, on the main screen of the general documentation envelope, you can see the status
of the documents, with those documents already signed in green (Illustration: Signed
document).

Illustration: Signed Document
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NOTE: the Tool allows the possibility of co-signature, i.e. several signatures of different
signatories on the same document. This case may occur, for example, if there are several
proxies.
If a requirement has to be accredited by means of authorization to a third-party system,
it is accessed from the Requirements View (Illustration: Requirements View – what
conditions must I meet and how do I accredit them?), clicking on the corresponding
requirement (Illustration: Authorization to consult the third- party system: about of
general documentation)

Illustration: Authorization to consult third-party system: general documentation envelope
The preparation of the rest of the envelopes is very similar. For example, in Illustration:
Economic envelope view, the contents of the envelope of evaluable criteria by means of a
formula are shown. Its content has been navigated by clicking on the name “about 2”. In
the same way as for the previous one, the system will show the options in the central panel.

Illustration: Economic Envelope View

If the award criterion (Criterio de adjudicación) is underlined in blue, it means that it has
to be deepened to register a value. In the example given, this is the proposal price (precio
de la proposición).. The tool enables the boxes to enter the amount with and without
taxes (Figure 55). Once entered, the Save icon is clicked (Illustration: Price criterion
record). Once entered, click “Save” (Guardar).
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Illustration: Price criterion record
The system checks the bid price and warns if it is higher than the base bidding budget
(presupuesto base de licitación).

Illustration: Economic envelope view – Validation of amounts with and without taxes
Once the price has been fixed and saved, the economic bid (oferta económica) should be
attached, as shown in the Illustration: Annex view of the economic bid, enabling the
link(s) to incorporate the documentation.

Illustration: Financial Bid Annex View
The link to attach the document is deepened. The “Bidder support text” (Texto de ayuda
al licitador may contain instructions from the procurement authority to the candidate
(Illustration: Financial bid annex).
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Illustration: Annex economic bid
Once the document is attached, the name of the file and its status can be viewed. As can
beseen in the Illustration: Appearance of the economic bid document before it is signed,
thedefault status (Estado) of the document is yellow. This implies that it is not ready yet,
as it requires your signature. To do this, press, in the side menu, “Signing of
documents”(Firma de documentos).

NOTE: in addition to adding one or several documents per entry, it is possible to delete
oneor all of them, using the icon .

Illustration: Appearance of the economic bid document before it is signed

The signing of the economic bid, like that of any other document in the Tool, is similar to
the process described in Illustration: Selection of the document for signature to
Illustration:Signed document.
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Once signed, the envelope of the criteria evaluable by formula (Sobre 2) is shown with
the green validation icons (Illustration: Appearance of the economic envelope after its
signature).

Illustration: Appearance of the economic envelope after its signature

2.6 Special case regarding batches(Lotes)
In there are batches in the tender, the Illustration will be shown: Bid BatchesCategory
(04-Ofertar a lotes).

Illustration: Bid to Batches Category

The procedure is similar to that described above, although for which batch(lote) or
batches the submission is made must be. This information must also be taken into
account on each envelope.
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In addition to recording information at a general level, remember that you may also be
required to accredit documents or enter some text or value at a batch level. You must
therefore access the folder icon linked to each of the batches that you are bidding for.
NOTE: If you are bidding for several batches and if, having followed all the instructions
in this Guide to reduce the size, you continue to have difficulties preparing or sending
your bid, we recommend that you contact the procurement authority and ask whether it
is possible to send your bid in several parts, one for each batch or set, provided that such
sent parts do not contain repeated batches.

2.7 Special case of inclusive bids(Ofertas integradoras)
In the event that there are integrative bids in the tender, the Illustration will be shown:
Bid to Batches Category (Ofertar a lotes).

Illustration: Bid to Batches Category

If an integrating bid is selected, its associated batches will be automatically selected. In
thiscase, it will be mandatory to submit individual bids for each of the batches that make
up the comprehensive bid.
In addition, the qualifying bid will be added to the appropriate envelopes, so you may be
required to provide additional accreditation for the qualifying bid.

2.8 Signature Remediation (Rectificación de firma).
The bidder may receive a communication requesting the correction of the signing of the
technical or economic bid documents. This request for rectification is due to the fact that
the validation of the signature has been erroneous.
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Illustration: Signature rectification communication fragment

The bidder will be able to access the signature rectification communication from the My
communications menu (Mis comunicaciones). In the notification document you can read
that the signature correction is required (Illustration: Fragment communication of
signature correction).

Illustration: Detail of communication received in the My Communications menu

When you have accessed the communication, the Answer icon (Responder) will be
enabled (Illustration: Detail of communication received in the My Communications menu).
When youclick it, a tool similar to the bid preparation tool will download. However, in this
case on the right side of the header it will be written "Response to Correction
Communication"(Respuesta a Comunicación de Subsanación) and the operation will be a
little different.

Illustration: Detail of the header of the Signature Correction tool

This case differs from the case of rectification of the Administrative envelope in that it
will not be possible to add new corrected documents. The tool will have loaded the
document presented in the bid and to which the signature is to be corrected. This
document cannot be deleted or modified (note that the “Attach Document” icon is disabled
and the delete icon does not appear) (Illustration: Detail of the contents of the envelope
in the Signature Correction).

The tool will only allow a new signature (firma) to be made (Illustration: Detail of the
document signature panel in Signature Correction).
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Illustration: Detail of the contents of the envelope in the Signature Correction

Illustration: Detail of the signature panel of the document in the Signature Correction

When the document is signed again, you should go to the “Prepare delivery” (Preparar
envío ) screen, sign the envelope and then send it by pressing the “Send Documentation”
icon (Enviar documentación).

2.9 Problems trying to sign
2.1.1

Certificate store Empty (Almacén de certificados vacío)
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If the bidder tries to sign without having a certificate installed in the browser, the tool
does not display the certificate selection pop-up window. Please import/install the
certificate in your browser.
If, having carried out the above operation, you still experience problems when signing the
documents, contact us at licitacionE@hacienda.gob.es .

2.1.2 Signing with an expired certificate (Firma con certificado
caducado)
If your electronic certificate is expired and you do not notice, when you try to sign in the
Tool you get the following error (Illustration: expired certificate warning):

Illustration: Expired Certificate Warning
NOTE: If, despite the warnings, you sign electronically with an expired certificate, you
risk that the contracting authority will not accept your bid, being definitively excluded from
the contracting procedure.

2.1.3 Bid size (Tamaño de la oferta)
The partial size of each of the documents to be signed may be less than 5 MB, meaning
that the tool should allow its signing, although the signing of a document cannot be
completed. The Tool may bid an error message, remain blocked or otherwise show no
warning and yet not show the signature in the signature panel in any case. This may be
because the total bid size is such that there is not enough space left in the Java virtual
machine memory to complete the task (see limitations indicated in Section 1.2.2.2.)

NOTE: To check the memory capacity of your Java virtual machine and to have more
control over the size of the bid, some functionalities have been added to the tool, which
show the available Java virtual machine memory and the size that each envelope occupies.
See section1.4
In this case it is recommended to empty the Java cache. To do this, access the Java control
panel and, in the General tab, click the Settings icon located in the Temporary Internet
Files section.
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Illustration: Java Control Panel
The Temporary Files Settings dialog box will appear.

Illustration: temporary files settings (Configuración de archivos temporales)

The Delete Files icon (Suprimir archivos) is clicked and the following dialog is displayed:
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llustration: delete files and applications

Clicking OK deletes all downloaded applications and applets from the cache. If you want
todelete only a specific application or applet from the cache, you can do it from the View
icon on the General tab.
Also, it is recommended:

-

All duplicate documents, i.e., identical documents uploaded more than
once, can be replaced by a minimal document indicating where the
originals have been uploaded. We recommend that you check with the
contracting authority about this possibility.

-

Scanned documents (Deeds, documents with handwritten signatures,
etc…):
- Try to scan with the minimum possible resolution, but that the
documentscan be viewed properly.
- Remember not to
exceptional cases.

include

handwritten

signatures

except

in

You have at your disposal devices for electronic signature.
-Catalogs hosted on the Internet:
If catalogs that are hosted on the Internet are requested in the tender, check with the
contracting authority about the possibility of attaching a document with the link to the
resource where it is hosted.

-

Blueprints:

The inclusion of planes potentially increases the total size of files to sign. Check with the
Contracting Authority about the possibility of providing another system for sending the
plans if uploading them becomes impossible.

3. Other

actions

At the top of the Tool are a set of actions shown as icons (Illustration: Tool actions). In
thissection, all of them will be described, except for the Prepare Delivery, which has a
specific section.

Illustration: Tool actions

3.1 Validate Action (Acción validar)
Once the required information has been registered, via text or value input or document
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upload, it is very useful to use the Validate action (Illustration: Validate Action).

-

This action enables the bidder to check, among other things, whether any
requirement/criteria to be accredited is missing.

-

The verification of the existence of a signature in those documents in which this
is required is also included in the validation.

Illustration: Validate Action

In the event that all the categories have been filled in correctly, they will all be in
colorgreen (Illustration: Categories duly completed), if not, they will appear in
Red(Illustration: Categories not filled in) those for which it is necessary to complete some
action (attach a document or sign it, enter a value or text in a requirement or criterion):

Illustration: Categories duly completed

Illustration: Categories not completed
NOTE: we remind you that the Validate action is not updated automatically. In other
words, if you execute the action and then make the corrections, until the action is
executed again and Validated, the effect of the changes made will not be seen
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3.2 Key (Leyenda)
Provides the meaning of the colored icons shown next to the requirements/criteria and
documents on the envelopes (Illustration: Key with the meaning of the colors of the
states) inrelation to whether they have been properly accredited.

Illustration: Key with the meaning of the colors of the states

3.3 Import / Export bid (Importar/Exportar oferta)
The import / export bid serves the following purposes:

-

Preparation of the joint bid by the different members.

-

Continue the bid on a different computer.

-

Sending the bid to the agent to sign it on their own. Subsequent sending of the
signed bid to the preparer (if the proxy should decide not to send).

EXAMPLE 1: Member 1 of the temporary joint venture prepares their bid. They export it
with the signed documents. They send it by email (or by electronic messaging) to member
2, who imports the bid, attaches the documentation that corresponds to them (for
example, individual classification certificate) and signs it and the one in common (for
example, the financial bid). They then export it with the envelopes with their own
signature so that member 1 can also sign them, after importing. Finally, member 1 sends
the bid. This operation can be replaced by the preparation of the bid on a single unit;
however, this requires all preparers and proxies to meet to jointly prepare and sign the
proposals (you may not "lend the electronic certificate").
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In relation to the preparation of the bid as a joint venture, the export and import cycles
should be carried out completely; i.e. the first member shall upload all common
documents, signing them all before the first export. After the first import, the second
member shall only upload their individual documents and sign common and private
documents before performing the second export cycle and so on.
NOTE: If you experience problems in preparing the temporary joint venture bid, e.g.
because there is a corruption of the bid file exchanged by the different members, please
contact licitacionE@minhafp.es immediately .

EXAMPLE 2: The salesperson of a company makes the bid in its entirety, in the absence
of the signature of the proxy. To do this, and since they are travelling and cannot
physically meet, they export the proposal and send it by email to the proxy. The proxy
connects with the credentials of the preparer (if they do not have their own) and
downloads the tool. They choose the work option “Import bid” (Importar oferta) in the
Tool panel. Now click on the “Import Proposal” (Importar propuesta), icon, and the
information is loaded in the Tool. Sign the documents and envelopes and send them.

NOTE: the bid can be exported/imported as many times as required, with signatures

included. The only thing to bear in mind is not to sign the envelope if the signature of a
document therein is missing. It is therefore normal for the proposal to be
exported/imported with unsigned envelopes, and the sender to be the person who
previously signs the envelopes. However, the possibility of exporting the bid signed in its
entirety (documents and envelopes) is contemplated so that a third party can simply
perform the sending.

Firstly, the bid is exported by clicking the Export Proposal icon (Exportar propuesta). The
browser is then displayed (Illustration: Exporting the proposal to a local computer or
external device) to place the file in the selected electronic medium (computer, USB, DVD,
etc.).

Illustration: Export proposal to a local computer or external device
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The person receiving the proposal must in any case select the work alternative “Create
bid/request for participation - Import bid” (Crear nueva oferta/solicitud de
participación/Subsanación – Importar oferta) (Illustration: Work alternative Import Bid),

otherwise, they will not retrieve the information they have received from a third party
(another member of the temporary joint venture, salesperson, clerk ).

Illustration: Job Alternative Import Bid

To complete the import process, we must press the icon “Import Bid”(Importar
propuesta) (Illustration: Import Proposal Icon), loading the Tool with all the inherited
information.

Illustration: Import Proposal Icon

Once the information has been uploaded, the user must attach new documents (in the
case of a joint venture), or proceed to sign the documents and envelopes (the proxy, in
any case).

4. Prepare

Shipment (Preparar envío)

At the top of the tool there is a icon Prepare Shipment (Preparar envío)(Illustration:
Prepare Shipment icon), which shows a screen (Illustration: Possible actions of Prepare
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Shipment) with multiple actions related to the sending itself.

-

sign envelopes .(Firmar sobre seleccionado)

-

Modify on selected : allows you to vary the content of the envelope once signed.
If the content of the envelope is modified, it must be signed again, since the
original electronic signature would no longer be valid.(Modificar sobre
seleccionado)

-

simulate presentation : the candidate can check that the Platform is active to
receive bids. This simulation performs all the documentation verification and
encryption steps, except for the shipment itself.(Simular presentación)

-

Send documentation : sends the documents and automatically generates the
receipt. In addition, the encryption of the bids is carried out, as an inexcusable
requirement for sending.(Enviar documentación)

-

Download receipt : Provided that the shipment has already been made, it allows
you to download the receipt. However, when the shipment is made, it is
presented on thescreen, and can be stored and printed. DO NOT CLICK ON THIS
OPTION UNTIL YOU HAVE MADE THE SUBMISSION (Descargar justificante).

-

Generate labels : in the event that an envelope is presented in person (model or
samples), the system allows the generation of labels for easy identification by
thecompetent body to assess (Generar etiquetas).

Illustration: Prepare Shipment Icon
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Illustration: Possible actions of Prepare Shipment

4.1 Sign envelopes (Firmar sobres)
In general, the sending of the documentation in an envelope will require the signature of
each one of the envelopes of the bid, including that of authorizations for the purpose of
consulting third-party data. However, the mandatory nature of the signature depends
exclusively on whether the competent body has established it as a requirement for
bidding. In any case, the bidding user will know if he has to sign the envelope or not,
because the “Status” icon (Estado) will be shown in Red if, having required a signature,
it has not been done.
NOTE: Remember that if any aspect of the bid is missing, such as attaching a document
orsigning an envelope or a document, the Tool will not allow the submission of the bid,
warning of such a circumstance.
The signing process is similar to that illustrated for signing a document. First, tick the box
of the envelope you want to sign (Illustration: Selection of the envelope for your
signature) and click the Sign selected envelope icon (Firmar sobre seleccionado).
You will immediately pass to a second screen where the Sign icon (Illustration: Signature
view of the envelope with the content) should be clicked. This will require an electronic
certificate (Illustration: Selection of the electronic certificate for the signature) and will need
to be signed.
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Illustration: Selection of the envelope for your signature

Illustration: Signature view of the envelope with the contents

Illustration: Selection of the electronic certificate for the signature
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Once the envelope is signed, the signatory's identity is shown (Illustration: Envelope
signer identity) and, in the XML tab, the view of the signed envelope (Illustration: Signed
envelope view).

Illustration: Envelope signer identity

Illustration: View of the signed envelope

4.2 Problems signing envelopes (Problemas al firmar sobres)
It may happen that the application does not allow signing and, however, does not show
any type of error. We recommend that you take into account the limitations set forth in
the section 1.2.2.2 and the recommendations that have been described in the section 2.7
NOTE: To check the memory capacity of your Java virtual machine and to have more
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control over the size of the bid, some functionalities have been added to the tool, which
show the available Java virtual machine memory and the size that each envelope occupies.
Go to the section 1.4

If the problem may be related to the total size of the bid, click Modify Selected Envelope
(Modificar sobre seleccionado), make the reduction and proceed to sign the envelope again.
Another problem that can occur when signing the envelope is that the Signature icon
remains sunken, giving the impression that the Tool has been blocked. In this case, please
wait because after a few minutes the window to select the certificates is displayed.
In any event, if you
licitacionE@hacienda.gob.es

have

problems

signing

the

envelopes,

contact

4.3 Change envelopes (Modificar sobres)
The Tool allows the modification of the content of the envelope (icon Modify on selected
(Modificar sobre seleccionado))at any time before sending it, however, if the envelope
to be modified has been signed, it is necessary, once the change has been made, to sign
it again, as the Tool itself warns (Illustration: View of the envelope signed).

Illustration: Signed Envelope Modification Warning

4.4 Simulate Submission (Simular presentación)
Prior to sending the bid or documentation, the Tool allows you to check whether the Public
Sector Procurement Platform is available to receive it. Remember that until the bidder
clicks the Send icon, the documentation is on your local computer. Therefore, it is useful
to verify whether the servers are active to proceed with the sending.
Click the Simulate Presentation icon (Simular presentación), and if everything is
correct, the Tool will warn you of the positive result (Illustration: Successful result in the
simulation of the presentation). Envelopes can then be sent.
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Illustration: Satisfactory result in the simulation of the presentation
NOTE: the simulation of the bid IN NO CASE INVOLVES THE PRESENTATION OF THE SAME.
DO NOT FORGET TO CLICK THE SEND ICON (Enviar).

4.5 Send documentation (Enviar documentación)
Send Documentation involves sending the bid/documentation that the bidding user has
prepared locally so that it is saved to the General Directorate for State Assets servers.
The sending process encrypts the envelopes, if so specified by the contracting authority.
Envelope encryption ensures the confidentiality of the content, providing an essential
extra security layer to ensure the custody of bids.
The encryption of the envelopes is absolutely transparent to the user sending the bid, and
is one of the atomic actions that make up the submission of envelopes.
NOTE: The contents of the envelopes cannot be viewed on the filing receipt if they have
been encrypted.
When "Send Documentation” (Enviar documentación) is clicked, the system displays a
pop-up window showing the progress of the process (Illustration: Process progress popup window in the presentation). Finally, the receipt is obtained on the screen (Illustration:
Screen display of the receipt).
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Illustration: Presentation Process Progress Popup

Illustration: Screen display of the receipt (Visualización del justificante)

The supporting document contains basic information about the bidder and a summary
of the presentation, which includes:

-

Set of envelopes that make up the bid, including the authorizations. Content of
the

-

envelopes (displayed as long as they are not encrypted by decision of the
contracting authority).

-

Signature of documents and envelopes.

The receipt can be downloaded and printed (Illustration: PDF document of the receipt).
It isalso sent to the email address for notifications purposes (Illustration: Email with the
CSV of the receipt).
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Illustration: PDF document of the receipt (Justificante de presentación)

Illustration: Mail with the CSV of the receipt

The receipt includes a CSV (Secure Verification Code) (Código Seguro de Verificación) that
guarantees the integrity of the document by checking it in the Public Sector Procurement
Platform (Illustration: Verification of the CSV inthe Public Sector Contracting Platform.
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Illustration: Verification of the CSV in the Public Sector Contracting Platform

4.6 Label generation (Generación de etiquetas)
In the procedures in which any of the envelopes, by their nature, cannot be sent
electronically (models, samples etc.), the Tool allows the generation of labels that link the
electronic fingerprint of the envelope with the element that will be submitted in the
physical record.
Once the bid has been sent, a message will appear warning that the corresponding labels
have been generated to adhere to the envelopes that will be presented in person.

Illustration: Warning message to download manual envelope labels

When you press the “Accept” icon (Aceptar), the dialog window entitled “Submission
Receipt” (Justificante de presentación) will appear (Illustration: Submission Receipt dialog
window). In it, three icons are located at the bottom. The central icon “Print labels”
(Imprimir etiquetas) leads to another dialog window where you can download the labels
of the envelopes presented in pdf format

(Illustration: Selector for downloading the labels corresponding to the envelopes to be
presented in physical registration). The "Print" icon (Imprimir) downloads the proof of
presentation of the complete bid in pdf format.
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Illustration: Submission Receipt dialog box

Illustration: Selector for downloading the labels corresponding to the envelopes to be
presented in physical registration

Illustration: Model of label to adhere to the envelopes to be presented in physical
registration
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The “Close” icon (cerrar) leads to the tool's Bid Preparation screen. On this screen, the
“Print Labels” (Imprimir etiquetas) and “Print”(Imprimir) icons will appear enabled with
functionality identical to the previous ones (Illustration: Arrangement of icons in the tool
after closing the “Submission Receipt”dialog window).

Illustration: Arrangement of icons in the tool after closing the dialog window "Proof of
Submission"

4.7 Sending Problems (Problemas con el envío)
4.7.1 Electronic fingerprint (Huella electronica)
Sometimes problems may arise during the sending of the bid so that it is not completed,
for example, because the upload speed of your transmission channel is not sufficient to
send a certain volume of documents. If this happens, a proof of presentation of the
electronic fingerprint is obtained (Illustration: proof of presentation of the electronic
fingerprint) or summary corresponding to the bid and a period of 24 hours will be available
to send the complete bid to the support body.

Illustration: proof of presentation of the electronic fingerprint
NOTE: the presentation of the electronic fingerprint type does not imply in any case that
there is an error in the Public Sector Procurement Platform. Its causes are generally
related to the connectivity in your company. Although it has been included in the Shipping
Problems section, it should not be classified as such, rather it is a service bided by the
Platform, in compliance with DA16 of the LCPS, to guarantee the exercise of the right to
bid even when the conditions in communications are degraded.
NOTE: When you obtain the proof of presentation, check if it contains the term
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ELECTRONIC PRINT (Huella electronica). If you receive a receipt with that typology, the
responsibility to complete the bid within 24 hours relays on the bidder.

Illustration: alternatives for the complete presentation of the bid

In order to make the complete submission of your bid, you have two alternatives
(Illustration: alternatives for complete submission of the bid):
- Retry the referral electronically using the 'Send documentation' icon (Enviar
documentación), or
- Download the bid file using the 'Download documentation' icon (Descargar
documentación) on an electronic medium and take it to an authorized physical
register or send it by electronic register.

NOTE: Do not use both at the same time, i.e., if you send electronically, do not forward
the bid physically, and if you have already submitted the bid physically, we recommend
that you do not then send it electronically.
NOTE: when you complete your electronic bid in person, we recommend that you write
anemail to the contracting authority indicating this circumstance.
- 'Send documentation' option (Enviar documentación): if, after submitting only
the electronic fingerprint, the complete bid is successfully sent electronically
using the tool, a receipt of bid submission is obtained (Illustration: complete bid
submission receipt in which both the date of sending the fingerprint and the
delivery date of the full bid will be recorded.
- 'Download documentation' option (Descargar documentación) and submit in
physical/electronic record: by clicking on the 'Download documentation' icon you
will be asked for a location to save a file with an XML extension. DO NOT EDIT
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this file, as any modification will change the calculation of the electronic
fingerprint and it will no longer match that originally submitted. This XML file is
the one that should be sent through a physical/electronic record.

Even if the deadline for submitting bids for the tender has been reached, it is still possible
to submit the bid provided that this is done within 24 hours from when the electronic
fingerprint was sent.

After 24 hours have elapsed after presentation of the fingerprint without the full bid being
submitted, or if a new bid is made (if this is possible), the bid corresponding to the
previous electronic fingerprint will be considered to have been withdrawn.

Illustration: proof of submission of complete bid

If an electronic fingerprint has been submitted and the bid preparation tool has been
closed and relaunched on the same device, a presentation screen (Figure 92) will show
this situation. This screen may vary depending on the submission deadline and the time
that has elapsed since the fingerprint was submitted.
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Illustration: screen of alternatives once the fingerprint has been presented on the same
computer

If submission is within 24 hours of sending the fingerprint, the "Continue with the
preparation"
(Continuar
la
preparación
de
una
oferta/solicitud
de
participación/subsanación) option will be shown. Whether the “Create a new bid” (Crear
una nueva oferta/solicitud de participación/subsanación) option is offered or not will
depend on if the deadline for submission has been met.
If 24 hours have elapsed since the fingerprint was sent, the “Continue with the
preparation” option will not be available. Whether the “Create new bid” option is offered
or not will depend on if the deadline for submission has been met.

4.7.2 Sending of the documentation is never completed.
The following outlines several cases in which problems occur in submitting the bid:
-The platform reports a specific error. Typical examples:
1. A temporary joint venture (UTE) that places decimals in its
composition. The application will report that there has been a
FormatNumber error.

Illustration: Error Format Number
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SOLUTION: don't use decimal numbers, just integers.

2. The bidder has downloaded the Tool before there has been a
rectification of the announcement of a batch procedure conditions.
You get a nested exception error: The operation could not be
completed.

Illustration: Nested Exception Error

SOLUTION: You should start preparing your bid again, since the one you are trying to
send corresponds to an old version of the tender configuration, and notify
licitacionE@hacienda.gob.es . You must download the Tool again and NOT use the
proposal import function, that is, you necessarily have to fill in the data and upload and
sign the documents again.
3. 'Java heap space' error in 'Preparing envelopes' phase

Illustration: Java Heap Space Envelope Phase Error

RESOLUTION: The documentation size is too large for the available Java Virtual Machine
memory. If you are using 32-bit Java, we recommend installing 64-bit Java. If you are
already using 64-bit Java try to reduce the size of the bid if possible. If this situation is not
corrected, not even the sending of the electronic fingerprint will be achieved.
NOTE: To check the memory capacity of your Java virtual machine and to have more
control over the size of the bid, some functionalities have been added to the tool, which
show the available Java virtual machine memory and the size that each envelope occupies.
See section 1.4

4. 'Java heap space' error in the 'Sending documentation' phase
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Illustration: Java Heap Space Error

RESOLUTION: The documentation size is too large for the available Java Virtual Machine
memory. If you are using 32-bit Java, we recommend installing 64-bit Java. If you are
already using 64-bit Java and the size of the bid is not reduced, it is probably not possible
to submit the completebid electronically, even if the electronic fingerprint is sent.

-

The platform does not report any errors or the bar disappears. In this case, we
recommend you verify your email in case you have received a message with
receipt of submission of the electronic fingerprint. You must contact
licitacionE@hacienda.gob.es for problem resolution.

-

The internet uploading speed is not sufficient. In other words, you cannot be
upload the complete documentation. First, check whether the electronic
fingerprint has been sent. If it has not, the possible recommended solutions to
this problem are:
- Export the proposal, which will generate a fully signed XML, and
import iton another computer with a higher connection.
- Connect the computer to a mobile with a 4g connection if possible
(normally these mobile connections have an acceptable charging
speed).
- Reduce the proposal if possible and at the option of the bidder.

-

There is no connection to the platform. This is the most difficult case to detect.
The tool cannot fix the connection tunnel with the platform. It often occurs on
computers connected to a domain due to security policies.

If you find yourself in this situation, you can try in addition to the recommended solutions
from the previous case:
- Temporarily remove the computer from the domain, connect it
directly to the internet and test the delivery. (only if domain
administrators and company policies allow it).
- Check with the administrator if it is possible that the domain server is
blocking the connection to the outside of the application.
- Check if there is a firewall that prevents the connection.
- Check the next point (antivirus).
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The following are examples of platform connection errors:

-

com.sun.xml.internal.ws.wsdl.parser.InaccessibleWSDLException:
InaccessibleWSDLException.

-

XML
reader
error:
[row,col]:[1,1]

javax.xml.stream.XMLStreamException:

2

counts

of

ParseError

at

Illustration: Platform connection error

-

Antivirus: modern antiviruses have tools as firewalls that can prevent proposals
frombeing sent.

Cases have been reported in at least two of these antiviruses: Karpersky andAvast (both
on non-domain connected and domain connected computers).
In some cases, simply deactivating the antivirus by the normal meansindicated by it is not
enough.

If you find yourself in this situation, try uninstalling it completely, submitting, and
reinstalling it.

NOTE: Remember that you should not send the documentation more than once if you
have already done it correctly. Check if the electronic fingerprint has been sent. Keep this
in mind, especially if you change teams. In that case, you must export your bid if you want
to complete the submission. See the electronic fingerprint section .

4.7.3 Problem obtaining the receipt
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In certain cases the bidder has been able to send their bid although they were unable to
download the receipt.
In this case, immediately contact the Platform (licitacionE@hacienda.gob.es) and ask if
the sending was successful.

DO NOT attempt a new submission without first checking whether your bid has been
submitted. Double submissions may be grounds for exclusion.

REMEMBER NOT TO CLICK THE DOWNLOAD RECEIPT ICON IF YOU HAVE NOT SENT THE
BID.
5. Management

in the My Communications tool

If from the platform we have received a communication with a request to add new
information to the bid, correct any aspect or any operation that implies sending new
information, the way to proceed will be similar to creating a new tender. The option to
choose on the initial screen of the tool will be “Create new bid/request for participation/
correction – Import bid”(Crear nueva oferta/solicitud de participación/subsanación –
Importar oferta).
From this point on, the requested information must be added following the same steps
explained in chapters 2, 3 and 4 of this manual.

6. Procedure

Tracking

The system allows the bidder to track all the actions taken by them in relation to a specific
procurement procedure.
The tracking is done from My Tenders (Mis ofertas)(Illustration: Steps / Actions Taken).

Illustration: Steps / Actions Performed (Pasos/acciones realizadas)

NOTE: if the procedure is by invitation, go to My Communications (Mis comunicaciones),
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add the procedure to MyTenders (Mis ofertas) and, once there, Steps/Actions Taken will be
available.

The system allows users to view the submitted bid, as long as the procedure status is at
the evaluation stage or later. This function starts the tool in read mode, which will allow
the bid to be consulted without taking actions (Illustration: View submitted bid and Tender
Board).

Illustration: View submitted bid and Tender Board

Illustration: Cover of the Tool to view the submitted bid(Visualización de la oferta
presentada)

Finally, note that the bidder, as the party interested in the procedure, has a Tender Board
(Figure 92) available, in which the body competent to assess may provide different
documents related to the evaluation of bids, for example, the list of evaluations of the
different candidates or the bid of the proposed successful bidder.
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Illustration: Document view of the Tender Board

7. GOOD

PRACTICES

Here is a summary of a set of good practices:
1. Preferably start the preparation of your bid several days in advance in case there
isany technical problem in your facilities.
2. Review this Guide, especially the sections on technical requirements. This manual
is updated frequently, so we recommend that you check if the version you have
is the same as the one available on https://contrataciondelestado.es
3. Upgrade your java virtual machine memory from 32 to 64 bit. This will allow you
tomanage a greater volume of documentation.
4. If you encounter any problems during the preparation or submission of the bid,
write immediately to licitacionE@hacienda.gob.es . Do not forget to indicate the
filenumber, the contracting body, the email for communication purposes of the
user with whom you are presenting the bid and all possible screenshots that
allow the technical team to resolve the incident as soon as possible.
5. If you are bidding for several batches and the size of your bid is proving to be a
restrictive limitation, we recommend that you write to the contracting authority
requesting the possibility of making several shipments, one for each lot or
grouping them. Always make these queries before the deadline for submitting
bids.
6. If you are a bidder preparing a bid for a contracting procedure for an
administration located in the Canary Islands (autonomous, local or state), keep
in mind that the final date for submitting bids that appears in the Tool will be
according to the schedule peninsular. If there are discrepancies with what is
indicated in the specifications document, contact the contracting authority.
7. Always check the content of the proof of presentation, especially to find out if
what has been presented is only the electronic fingerprint or summary of your
bid. In cases where it is impossible to complete the bid through the PLACSP Tool
and youmust go to a registry, we recommend that you write an email to the
contracting authority to notify such a circumstance.
8. Do not modify the .elic working directory, in which the XML electronic files of the
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bids are located, under any circumstances. It is possible that, in some cases, it
is necessary to have one of these files to retrieve your bid. Do not edit it in any
case.
9. Do not edit or make any changes to the files located under the LOGS folder in
the “.elic” working directory. If the technical team detects that there has been a
modification, it will not be considered as evidence in your favor in the event of a
claim.
10.
Once the deadline for submitting bids has ended, all claims made must
be addressed to the contracting authority. The Public Sector Contracting Platform,
in order to guarantee the principle of equal treatment, is not directly related to
the candidate companies once the presentation phase has expired. It will be the
contracting authority that contacts the Platform to report the existence of a claim
by a bidder.
11.
In the event that you have an incident when submitting an bid, in order
to speed up its resolution, you will need to send the following information to
support:
C:\Users\name_of_the_computer_username\.elic\Numerical code consisting of 8digits)
File containing the supporting document supporting document.pdf

Illustration: Folder containing shipment information
File logs on C:\Users\username_delcomputer\.elic\Code numeric\logs

Example:

53836575_3830574_20210222095356_LogOperaciones.txt
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8. GLOSSARY

OF TERMS

GLOSSARY OF TERMS

Platfor
m
PLACS
P

Public Sector Contracting Platform http://contrataciondelestado.es/

Contracting Authority (Órgano de contratación)
CO
economic operator (Operador económico).
OE
Extensible Markup Language.
XML
Safe Code of Verification
CSV
Temporary Union of Companies
UTE
Universal Serial Bus
USB
XML Advanced Electronic Signature
XAdES
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9. CONTACT

US

Remember that if you experience problems in the preparation and sending of bids, you
should contact:

licitacionE@hacienda.gob.es

Please, indicate in your email the file and the contracting authority that is bidding. Submit
allevidence that can help us resolve your issue, including screenshots in case of error and
detailed description of the issue.

IMPORTANT: If you do not contact us by this means during the term for submitting
bids, your claims may not be taken into consideration by the procurement
authority.
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